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Abstract
To carry out diagram chases in non-additive categories, we make use of categories of relations,
ordered categories with involution. For illustration, we give two constructions of the connecting
homomorphism. In the top-down treatment, morphisms are just relations with right adjoints. In
the bottom{up treatment for a category with a given class of regular epimorphisms, we construct
relations following a method of Calenko. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
AMS Classication: 18B10; 18G99
No sooner had I written \Relations in operational categories" [8], than I had mis-
givings about its scope: was it too general or not general enough? As pointed out in a
postscript, I had also deferred certain questions, e.g. how to compare the denition of
homomorphic relations in operational categories with those in the regular categories of
Barr et al. [3]. The present article is an attempt to remedy this situation. In particular,
we begin with a top down treatment, dening morphisms from relations, before looking
at a bottom{up treatment, constructing relations from morphisms. I was surprised to
realize that my main results were valid in any ordered category with involution. Such
categories had been treated extensively in Calenko et al. [4]. In my opinion, this work
deserves to be better known. Although I had cited it, I had not really made use of its
ndings.
An ordered category is a category in which, for any two objects A and B, Hom(A; B)
is a poset and composition preserves order:
’  ) (’  ^ ’#  #):
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An ordered category with involution is an ordered category in which every arrow
’ :A!B has a converse ’_ such that
1_=1; ’__=’; ( ’)_=’_ _
and order is preserved by the involution:
’  ) ’_  _:
Given an ordered category R with involution, we may single out a subcategory R0
with the same objects, but whose arrows f :A!B satisfy
ff_ 1; 1f_f:
In other words, f_ is the right adjoint of f. We call the arrows of the subcategory
functional relations and denote them by f; g; h; : : :. It follows that
ff_f=f; f_ff_=f_:
We also note that the induced order in R0 is discrete: if f g then gf, hence
f= g. For, assuming f g, we have f_ g_, hence
g= g1 gf_f gg_f 1f=f:
It will be convenient to refer to the arrows of the ordered category with involution
as relations, although sometimes this word will be reserved for zig-zag relations of
the form fg_h    .
A relation  is said to be single valued, universally dened, injective or surjective
if it satises
_ 1; 1 _; _ 1; 1 _;
respectively. The functional relations are by denition single valued and universally
dened. They are called injections or surjections if they are injective or surjective,
respectively.
We shall review a few further denitions of [8] in the present more general context.
Relations of the form
Ker h= h_h; Im h= hh_
are called congruences or cocongruences, respectively. Given two parallel arrows
f; g :A −!−! B, we also dene the image and kernel of such a pair:
Im(A −!−! B)= Im(f; g)= intersection of all congruences containing fg_
(if it exists);
Ker(A −!−! B)=Ker(f; g)= join of all cocongruences contained in g_f
(if it exists):
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In case the hom-sets of R are complete lattices, both images and kernels of parallel





is exact if Im(f; g) exists and
Im(f; g)=Ker h:
Similarly, we say that a




if Ker(f; g) exists and
Im h=Ker (f; g):











which we call left squares and right squares, respectively. These are said to quasi-
commute if
gg_h Im(A −!−! D)h_gg_= hh_g Im(A −!−! B)g_hh_
or
f_fg_ Ker(E −!−! F)gf_f= g_gf_ Ker(C −!−! F)fg_g;
respectively, it being assumed that the indicated images and kernels of parallel arrows
exist.
We recall that a relation  is said to be difunctional if _= . For representable
relations =fg_, this is equivalent to the Maltsev condition
f_fg_g= g_gf_f;
which asserts that congruences permute. We shall call  trifunctional if __= _.
For representable relations =fg_, this is equivalent to what has been called the
Goursat condition
f_fg_gf_f= g_gf_fg_g:
In the language of universal algebra, this asserts that congruences 3-permute.
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The most famous of all diagram chases concerns the construction of the so-called
connecting homomorphism.
Snake Lemma. Consider the following diagram in R0:
A −!−! B e−! P
## #f
C −!−! D g−! E
## # h ##
F i−! G −!−! H
# j ##
Q k−! I −!−! J
Assume that all forks are exact, that all squares quasi-commute, that g and j are
surjections, that f and i are injections and that all zig-zag relations are trifunctional.
Then there is an arrow B! I so that
A −!−! B! I −!−! J ()
is exact.
The rst proof of the snake lemma using relations goes back to Mac Lane [9] for
module categories. One considers the zig-zag relation
’= kk_ji_hg_fe_e
and veries that it is a functional relation and that the two forks in () are exact. The
argument in the present context is identical to that in [8] for operational categories, even
though the result is more general here. It exploits the trifunctionality of ef_g; hg_f,
etc.
The second proof of the snake lemma, using the so-called two-square lemma, goes
back to [6] for module categories. It was extended to algebraic categories in [7] and
to operational categories in [8]. Unless R0 is exact, it requires the construction of an
auxiliary category, which will here be denoted by Rper0 .
Its objects are partial equivalence relations  on objects A of R, which satisfy the
transitive and symmetric laws
 ; _ ;
but not necessarily the reexive law 1A . Its arrows  : ! ;  being a partial
equivalence relation on B, are induced by zig-zag relations  :A!B such that
 _; _ :
Equality between  and  is dened to mean  _ or, equivalently, _ .
Composition of  and  is induced by  and the identity arrow on  by 1A.
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There is an obvious full embedding R0!Rper0 , which sends A onto 1A and f :A!B
onto BfA, where the subscripts are short for 1B and 1A, respectively. Note that, if R0
is exact, this embedding is an equivalence of categories.
With reference to the diagram
A −!−! B f−! C
## # g ##
D h−! E −!−! F
;
consider the zig-zag relation
g= hh_gf_f :B!E:
If g is trifunctional, it induces an isomorphism
_g g
−! g_g
in Rper0 . We thus obtain:
Two-square Lemma. If both forks in the diagram are exact and if g is trifunctional,
then g induces an isomorphism
f_fg_ Ker(E −!−! F)gf_f −! hh_g Im(A −!−! B)g_hh_:
If the two squares quasi-commute, this may reasonably be expressed as an isomor-
phism between the ‘kernel of the right square’ and the ‘image of the left square’.
Looking once more at the diagram of the Snake Lemma, we obtain the isomorphism
Im(A −!−! B)= e_e −! kk_=Ker(I −!−! J )
in Rper0 induced by
 = j_i h
_
g f:
Thus  induces an arrow 1B! 1I in Rper0 , with Ker  = Im(A −!−! B) and Im  =
Ker(I −!−! J ). Since the embedding R0!Rper0 is full,  is an arrow in R0.
We thus have another construction of the connecting homomorphism; in expanded
form:
 = kk_ji_hh_ii_hg_gh_hg_fe_e:
If we are permitted to permute the congruences g_g and h_h and the cocongruences
hh_ and ii_, then  =’, our rst construction of the connecting morphism. The con-
gruences may be permuted if the Maltsev condition is satised. This we recall is a bit
stronger than the Goursat condition. The cocongruences may be permuted under the
mild assumption that all zig-zag relations are representable.
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Indeed, if this is the case, any relation =fg_ 1 is a cocongruence; for f
fg_g g implies f= g. But then hh_ii_ is a cocongruence, which is easily shown to
be the largest cocongruence contained in hh_ and ii_, hence
hh_ii_= hh_ ^ ii_= ii_hh_:
In the two-square lemma, the Goursat condition that g is trifunctional may be
replaced by the assumption that hom-sets in R are complete lattices. For then we can
form the transitive closures of _g g and g
_
g , which will be objects in R
per
0 , and g
will still induce an isomorphism between them. The two sides of the lemma must, of
course, be replaced by their transitive closures.
The modied two-square lemma can be used to prove a modied form of the snake
lemma, in which the assumption that all zig-zag relations are trifunctional is replaced
by the assumption that hom-sets in R are complete lattices.
Example 1. Let R0 be any algebraic category, whose objects are the algebras of a
variety and whose arrows are homomorphism. Then R can be taken to be the category
with the same objects, but having as arrows all homomorphic relations. A homomorphic
relation A!B is an ordinary relation between the underlying sets of A and B whose
graph is a subalgebra of B A. It is necessarily representable in the form gf_.
In [7] I established the two-square lemma and the snake lemma for algebraic cat-
egories which satisfy the Goursat condition. The present argument shows that this
condition is not needed if transitive closures are employed. In [8] I generalized these
results from algebraic to operational categories, but this may have been misguided in
its generality, for which the present paper is intended to make amends.
Example 2. We recall from [3] that a category is called regular if
(a) it is left exact, i.e. it has all nite limits;
(b) every kernel pair has a coequalizer;
(c) regular epis are stable under pullback.
It immediately follows that, in a regular category, every arrow f can be factored as
f=me, where e is the coequalizer of the kernel pair of f, called the coimage of f.
Barr showed by an ingenious argument that m is a mono, called the image of f. He
also proved that the composition of regular epis is a regular epi.
Any regular category may be viewed as the category of functional relations in an
ordered category with involution, whose arrows are arbitrary relations, constructed in
[3] as subobjects of B  A, hence all relations are representable. In particular, fg_ =
imhf; gi. Moreover, according to the way relations are composed, u_v=fg_, where
(f; g) is the pullback of (u; v).
We shall now identify some of the concepts introduced above in regular categories.
Proposition 1. In a regular category, injections are the same as monos, surjections
are the same as regular epis.
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Proof. Suppose m_m 1, then from mf=mg we infer that fm_mg g, hence
f= g.
Conversely, suppose that m is a mono. Putting m_m=fg_, we obtain mfg_=m,
hence mfmg, hence mf=mg, hence f= g, hence m_m=ff_ 1.
It may be worth pointing out that the argument so far used nothing about the category
of functional relations except that all relations are representable. However, to identify
the surjections we make use of regularity.
If e :A!B, the equation ee_=1B may be translated into
imhe; ei= h1B; 1Bi:
But this means that in the factorization
he; ei= h1B; 1Bie;
e is the coimage, hence a regular epi.





is exact if and only if






is exact if and only if
image of h= equalizer of (f; g):
Proof. Recall that the left fork is exact if and only if, for all k,
fg_ k_k , h_h k_k:
Now this may be written
kf= kg , kp= kq;
where (p; q) is the kernel pair of h, so that h_h=pq_. This is so far all k if and only
if the coequalizer of (p; q), namely the image of h, is also the coequalizer of (f; g).
The right fork is exact, if and only if, for all k,
kk_ g_f , kk_ hh_=mm_;
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where m is the image of h. This may be written
gk =fk , 1 k_mm_k;
where the inequality asserts that m_k is universally dened. But m_k is single valued,
since
m_kk_mm_m 1;
m being an injection by Proposition 1. Therefore
gk =fk , m_k = l
for some arrow l, that is,
gk =fk , k =ml
for some l. Since m is mono, l is uniquely determined, showing that m is the equalizer
of (f; g).
It is not quite so straightforward to interpret quasi-commutativity in a regular
category. At the time of writing this, I know of no interesting way of doing so,




































in a module category is ordinary commutativity, provided parallel arrows are replaced
by their dierences. Thus
g(r − s)= h(p− q); (t − u)f=(v− w)g;
respectively.
Nonetheless, the two-square lemma can be expressed in a reasonable fashion in
exact categories, as was done in [7] for algebraic categories. It is, therefore, of interest
to point out that, when R0 is regular, R
per
0 is its exact completion, as in Freyd and
Scedrov [5] or McLarty [10]. The exact completion is constructed there with the help
of equivalence relations, not partial ones. But this does not matter, in view of the
following observation.
Proposition 3. In a regular category all pers are induced by equivalence relations
on subobjects: if  is a per on A; there is a subobject m :C!A and an equivalence
relation  on C such that =mm_.
Proof. We may write = gf_, where f; g :B −!−! A and hf; gi :B!A  A is mono.
Let k :C!B be the equalizer of (f; g) and consider m=fk = gk :C!A. Then m is
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mono, since hm;mi= hf; gik is mono. Put =m_m, then  is an equivalence relation
on C. For it is evidently symmetric and transitive, and reexivity 1C m_m may be
inferred from
mm_= gkk_f_ gf_= :
Moreover,
mm_=mm_mm_ ;
so it only remains to prove that mm_.
Now
gg_ gf_fg_ gf_gf_ gf_;
by symmetry and transitivity of gf_. This translates into
imhg; gi  imhf; gi= hf; gi:
Hence there exists an x such that
hg; gi= hf; gix;
that is,
fx= g= gx:




Taking converses, we also have  mm_. Hence
mm_mm_=mm_:
Given a category C, we wish to construct an ordered category with involution R=
Rel(C), hoping that C=R0. There are two strategies for doing this, one following [8]
and the other Calenko et al. [4]. Under optimal conditions, these constructions will be
compatible.
Strategy 1. Let G be a class of functors C! Sets. A potential relation  : A!B
between objects of C is a natural family of relations between sets:
fG :G(A)!G(B) jG 2Gg;
which means that, for any natural transformation t :G!H , where H is in G,
bGa) t(B)(b)H t(A)(a)
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for all b2G(B) and a2G(A). In particular, with any arrow f :A!B of C we associate
a potential relation, where
fG(a)=fa:
Composition and converse are dened as follows:
()G = GG; (_)G =(G)_:
From now on we shall assume that C has weak pullbacks and that every G in G
preserves them. Then every zig-zag relation fg_hk_    is representable in the form
pq_. To see this, consider a relation u_v :A!B, and let B p −D q−!A be a weak
pullback of B u−!C v −A. Then (G(p); G(q)) is a weak pullback of (G(u); G(v)).
Hence, for any a2G(A) and b2G(B),
b(u_v)Ga,G(u)(b)=G(v)(a)
,9d2G(D)(G(p)(d)= b ^ G(q)(d)= a)
, b(pq_)Ga:
Let R=Rel(C) be the category whose objects are those of C, but whose arrows
are the zig-zag relations; hence the representable relations. Then surely CR0; to
ensure that C=R0 it suces that all surjections of C are regular epis. (We note that
e :A!B a surjection in R, i.e. ee_=1, if and only if G(e) is a surjection in Sets for
all G in G.)
Indeed, suppose fg_ is a functional relation, that is,
fg_gf_ 1; 1 gf_fg_:
The rst condition holds if and only if g_gf_f. The second condition implies that
G(g)G(f)_ is surjective for all G in G, hence that G(g) is a surjection for all G in
G. But this says that g is a surjection in R, hence a regular epi in C by assumption.
Let (u; v) be a weak kernel pair of g, then g_g= uv_. Hence the rst condition
becomes uv_f_f, that is, fu=fv. Now g, being a regular epi, is the coequalizer
of (u; v). Hence there exists h such that hg=f. Hence
fg_= hgg_= h:
Strategy 2. Let us assume that C is a category which has weak pullbacks. Let E be a
class of regular epis in C containing 1, closed under composition, stable under weak
pullbacks and satisfying xy2E) x2E.
We shall present a construction, due to Calenko, of an ordered category R=Rel(C)
with involution such that C is the category R0 of functional relations and all rela-
tions are representable in the form gf_. Moreover, E will turn out to be the class of
surjections.
In particular, if C is a regular category as in Example 2, we may take E to be the
class of all regular epis. I think that, even in this special case, Calenko’s construction
has some advantages over the usual one in Freyd and Scedrov [5] or McLarty [10].
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As another example, we may take C to be any category with weak pullbacks and E
the class of all right invertible arrows of C.
We construct the category R=Rel(C) as follows: its arrows g=f :A!B are equiv-
alence classes of spans
A
f −X g−!B;
where g=f= g0=f0 provided there exist arrows e and e0 in E such that
(f; g)e=(f0; g0)e0;
which is a short-hand way of saying that fe=f0e0 and ge= g0e0. In case C has nite
products, it also amounts to saying that any weak pullback of (hf; gi; hf0; g0i) is of
the form (e; e0) with e and e0 in E.
The equivalence relation on spans thus dened is evidently reexive and symmetric.
To show transitivity, assume also (f0; g0)"0=(f00; g00)"00, where "0 and "00 are in E.
Let (x; y) be a weak pullback of (e0; "0), then x and y are in E, hence so are ex and
"00y. Moreover,
(f; g)ex=(f0; g0)e0x=(f0; g0)"0y=(f00; g00)"00y;
hence g=f= g00=f00. Note that in a regular category, E being the class of regular epis,
g=f may be identied with imhf; gi, a canonical representative in the equivalence class
of spans.
We take as the identity relation 1A=1A :A!A and dene composition of relations as
follows:
(k=h)(g=f)= (kv)=(fu);
where (n; v) is a weak pullback of (g; h). To see that this is well-dened, suppose
g=f= g0=f0 and k=h= k 0=h0, that is to say,
(f; g)e=(f0; g0)e0; (h; k)"=(h0; k 0)"0;
where e; e0; " and "0 are in E. We wish to show that
(kv)=(fu)= (k 0v0)=(f0v0);
where (u0; v0) is any weak pullback of (g0; h0). This may be done by comparing weak
pullbacks of (ge; h") and (g0e0; h0"0).
Associativity of composition is an easy consequence of the fact that weak pullbacks
compose.
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for some e in E and some x. While this just says that fe=f0x and ge= g0x, if C has
nite products it amounts to saying that any weak pullback of (hf; gi; hf0; g0i) has the
form (e; x) with e in E.
The order relation is easily seen to be reexive, transitive and anti-symmetric. A
little work is required to show that composition is monotone. The argument is quite
similar to that for showing that composition is well-dened, only now it need no longer
be assumed that e0 and "0 are in E.
Thus R=Rel(C) is an ordered category. Moreover, involution may be dened by
(g=f)_=f=g.
Proposition 4. Referring to Calenko's construction of R=Rel(C); consider the func-
tor C!R which sends f onto f=1. Then
(i) f=1 g=1 if and only if f= g;
(ii) (f=1)(1=g)=f=g 1=1 if and only if f= g;
(iii) 1=1 (1=f)(f=1);
(iv) f=g is a functional relation if and only if f=g= h=1 for some arrow h of C.
Proof.
(i) f=1 g=1 if and only if (f; 1)e=(g; 1)x for some e in E and some x, i.e., if
and only if fe= ge. Since e is epi, this is equivalent to f= g.
(ii) (f=1)(1=g)= (fu)=(gv)=f=g, where (u; v)= (1; 1) is a weak pullback of (1; 1).
Now f=g 1=1 if and only if (g; f)e=(1; 1)x for some e in E and some x, i.e.,
fe= ge, i.e., f= g.
(iii) (1=f)(f=1)= u=v, where (u; v) is a weak kernel pair of f. Since f1=f1, there
is an x such that (u; v)x=(1; 1), i.e. 1=1 u=v.
(iv) f=g is single-valued provided
(fu)=(fv)= (f=g)(g=f) 1=1;
where (u; v) is a weak kernel pair of g. This means that
(fu; fv)e=(1; 1)x
for some e in E and some x, that is, fue=fve, that is, fu=fv.
f=g is universally dened provided
1=1 (g=f)(f=g)= (gp)=(gq);
where (p; q) is a weak kernel pair of f. This means
(1; 1)e=(gp; gq)x
for some e2E and some x, that is, gpx= e= gqx. This surely implies that g is in E,
hence, by assumption, that g is a regular epi, hence the coequalizer of (u; v). Therefore,
there exists an h such that hg=f, and so,
f=g=(hg)=g= h=1;
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since (hg; g)1= (h; 1)g. If we identify f with f=1, C becomes equal to R0, the sub-
category of functional relations of R=Rel(C). To show this we made use of the
condition that all elements of E are regular epis. This condition is also necessary for
all functional relations to be arrows of C. For let e2E have a weak kernel pair (u; v)
and suppose hu= hv. Then he_ is a functional relation such that he_e= h. Indeed,
he_eh_= huv_h_= huu_h_ 1
and
eh_he_ ee_=1:
(Note that it follows from (ii) that
ee_=(e=1)(1=e)= e=e=1=1;
by denition of equality of relations.)
How compatible are the constructions implied by the above two strategies? For
example, starting with strategy 2, we may take G to be the class of all functors G :C!
Sets which preserve pullbacks and surjections. With each relation g=f : A!B we may
associate a potential relation denoted likewise, where
b(g=f)Ga, 9c2G(C)(G(g)(c)= b ^ G(f)(c)= a):
Comparing composition of relations according to the two strategies we nd no surprises.
However, the order between relations is ostensibly dierent.
Given B




−!A, what is meant by g=f g0=f0? According
to Strategy 2, this means
(g; f)e=(g0; f0)h ()
for some e :D!C in E and some h :D!C0. However, according to strategy 1, it
means that, for all G in G; a2G(A) and b2G(B),
9c2G(C)(G(g)(c)= b ^ G(f)(c)= a)
) 9c′2G(C′)(G(g0)(c0)= b ^ G(f0)(c0)= a): ()
To see that ()) (), assume () and the existence of c in G(C) with the indicated
properties. By (),
G(g)G(e)=G(g0)G(h); G(f)G(e)=G(f0)G(e):
But we have also assumed that G(g)(c)= b and we are given that G(e) is a surjection.
Hence G(e)(d)= c for some d2G(D). Let G(h)(d)= c0. Then it is easily calculated
that
G(g0)(c0)= b; G(f0)(c0)= a;
which establishes ().
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We shall attempt to prove that ()) (). Now () asserts that, for each c2G(C),
there exists c0 2G(C0) such that
G(g)(c)=G(g0)(c0); G(f)(c)=G(f0)(c0):
At this point, it will be convenient to assume that
(I) C has nite products and all G in G preserve them.
Then the above equations can be combined as follows:
G(hg; fi)(c)=G(hg0; f0i)(c0):
Let (u; v) be a weak pullback of (hg; fi; hg0; f0i), then (G(u); G(v)) is a weak pullback
of (G(hg; fi); G(hg0; f0i)). Hence there exists q2G(Q) such that
c=G(u)(q); c0=G(v)(q):
In particular, it follows that G(u) is surjective for all G in G. To obtain (), we want
to ensure that u2E. This will be so if we assume:
(II) If G(u) is surjective for all G : C! Sets which preserve weak pullbacks and
nite products and which send elements of E onto surjections, then u2E.
That conditions (I) and (II) are satised for all small regular categories follows from
a result of Barr’s [1, 2]. He proved that D=(Lex (C; Sets))op is a regular category
and that, for each B^= HomC(B;−) with B in C, there exists a regular epi  :P! B^
in D such that P sends regular epis of C to surjections in Sets. Now let e :A!B be
any arrow of C such that G(e) is a surjection for all G in G, where GD consists
of those functions which send regular epis of C to surjections in Sets. In particular,
P(e) is a surjection, hence so is HomD(P; e^). Therefore, there exists  :P! A^ in D
such that e^= . Since  is a regular epi in D, so is e^. It follows that e is a regular
epi in C.
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Note added in proof
I suspect that I have not done full justice to the many ideas of Tsalenko (as he now
spells his name). Anyway, the referee points out that, at least when C has nite limits,
my reconstruction of Tsalenko’s construction, following Strategy 2, can be shortened by
observing that \the condition on E simply means that the class E of regular epis forms
a Grothendieck topology on C" and that the equivalence of two spans may then be
expressed by saying that they generate the same crible. Moreover, he asserts as known
that \if one splits the class of idempotents given by coreexives, then the subcategory
of functional relations of the resulting ordered category is the regular completion of
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C" and that this subcategory, call it C0, should be the smallest one for which C!C0
preserves regular epis.
In the above discussion of partial equivalence relations, it is often the case that all
relations  satisfy  _. This is certainly so for the usual set theoretic relations
and also for all representable relations =fg_. It follows that all partial equivalence
relations are idempotent.
On second thought, as Peter Freyd had pointed out, a simpler construction of the
category in question then has as objects all symmetric idempotents and arrows induced
by relations  such that = , modulo ordinary equality.
The name \Goursat condition" is due to Carboni and Pedicchio, because it suces
for the proof of the two-square lemma, which had been considered to be a homological
version of Goursat’s theorem in [6].
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